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This morning April 11,2022 we received the enacted State Budget and our State Aid runs.  Our State Aid
runs came in a bit lower than anticipated.  The Foundation Aid came in at $68,397 less than the executive
proposal and our Textbook aid and our Computer Hardware aid came in $3,722 lower than the executive
proposal.  A total of $72,119.  The reason why Foundation Aid changed is because the Governor looks at
a different model than the legislature for our weighted average of students.  Governor has 1,352 students
and the legislature used 1,312 students.

Our Property Tax Cap reflects a tax levy limit of 3.56% but the Board decided to have a tax levy of
2.25%.

Janet and I worked on what could be eliminated from the budget to cover this decrease in revenue.  We
reduced Health & Safety Supplies.  We were able to reduce health insurance since our rates just came in.
We reduced Bard College and Stem HS since we now know the interest of our students.  We reduced the
late bus.  We also reduced the Virtual Learning through Questar since that is not being offered in the
22/23 school year.

Increases to the non instructional salary lines due to the proposed contract that is on the personnel agenda
and our umbrella insurance came in a bit higher.  DCMO Boces issues our fuel bid with several other
school districts,  they have been holding off on completing the bid due to the increases in fuel prices.
They anticipate to do this bid at the end of May to the beginning of June hoping that the fuel prices will
come down.  With the unknown of the fuel prices any savings that we have in this budget we put to the
fuel oil line for the school district.

We have had several meetings with the architect, engineer and some Board members over the Dust
Collector/Ventilation Project that is in the 2022/2023 budget.  All have agreed to continue the process of
that replacement and upgrade in the wood shop.

As of April 11, 2022
Proposed 2022/2023 Budget $33,697,442 / 2.47% increase


